
Engaging in Thoughtful Reflection on  
Student Evaluations of Teaching (SEoT) to 

Improve Course Design & Teaching Practice
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How does this box represent our 
SEoT reports?!
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How do you feel as you open your SEoT reports?

Dread and/or 

Panic
Nervous Excited

How useful do you typically find your SEoT reports?

Not at all useful Very useful



Approaching SEoT feedback as a learner 
What helps you design courses and teach effectively?
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Feedback can help us learn

Different theories make 
different assertions 
regarding what 
constitutes effective 
feedback (and effective 
feedback processes)

Behaviourism

Cognitivism

Social cultural theory

Metacognitivism
Social constructivism



Metacognition

•Plan
•Monitor
•Evaluate/Reflect
•Adjust



How do you judge your teaching effectiveness?



SEoT reports are not perfect or 
definitive evidence of teaching 
effectiveness

...but they are very useful!



SEoT reports are not perfect or definitive evidence of 
teaching effectiveness ...What are some limitations of SEoTs? 



SEoT reports are not perfect or definitive evidence 
of teaching effectiveness
Respondents are more likely to be:
• Female 
• Older
• Taking a course related to their 

discipline (e.g., in their major)
• Academic achievement 
Responses more likely:
• In smaller classes
• In term 1

Individual characteristics 
make it more likely a 
person will submit their 
course evaluation





• This course is much too short for what needs to be accomplished... 
• There needs to be more structure... 
• The lectures and project are not very cohesive...
• The course was really boring...
• Restructuring the course immensely or CHANGE THE NAME OF THE COURSE! 
• Reduce the workload...
• Improving 'direction' for the lectures - it felt very arbitrary...
• Either making it a 6 credit course, or by giving everyone an A...
• The group component of the group was not well managed...
• Clear explanations of what is expected...
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•Remember the context in which the feedback is being 
offered; try not to take it personally
• The feedback in these reports is just one part of a larger 

narrative... Your choices and actions based on your 
interpretation of the feedback is what matters most

•Consider identifying some of the things you are 
“looking for” in the feedback

Before you review your SEoT reports:



•Be on the lookout for particular things; scan comments 
looking for those elements (or “search” in document)

•Keep track of ideas: write down very specific ideas for 
changes you could implement to improve

•Depending on the size of your report, it may be useful 
to review it in several sittings

As you review your SEoT reports:



What are your thoughts about / experiences with 
course evaluations?

Consider:

How have your CoursEvals affected you?

What have you learned from them?

What would you like to discuss further?


